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Are Neurologists Ready for See the Patients wearing Optune
Electric Cap?
Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most malignant brain tumor in adults. Since
2005, newly diagnosed GBM has been treated with surgery, radiation and
adjuvant chemotherapy with temozolomide [1]. The standard therapy
applied by neuro-oncologists for GBM patients is to provide the
chemotherapy agent called temozolomide, to manage seizures and other
complications from treatment and disease. With the above aggressive
treatment, newly diagnosed GBM has only had a limited median overall
survival time of 14.6 months. In 2011, the FDA approved the tumortreating fields (TTFields) device, Optune (also called Novo TTF) for
recurrent GBM [2]) after the study showed a non-inferior effect of Optune
to “best standard chemotherapy” chosen by doctors. Optune is a portable,
battery-operated device that generates electric fields and is worn by the
patients on their head like a cap for the treatment of supratentorial brain
tumor. Some patients call it an “Electric Cap.” The mechanism is to
produce alternating electric fields to interfere with highly charged macromolecules and organelles in rapidly dividing cancer cells to disrupt their
neat alignment during the phase of mitosis.
In 2015, FDA approved Optune for newly diagnosed GBM after an EF-14
clinical trial found a positive outcome for patients with brain cancer [3]. In
2017, Optune became part of the NCCN guidelines in the treatment of
newly diagnosed GBM [NCCN Guidelines®] [4]. The trial randomized
695 patients with a 2:1 ratio of Optune arm (446) to control arm (229).
Both arms were treated with concurrent chemotherapy and radiation
therapy followed by adjuvant chemotherapy. Then the trial arm wore the
device Optune on head ans received adjuvant chemotherapy while the
control group only received adjuvant chemotherapy. With the addition of
Optune to chemotherapy for newly diagnosed malignant GBM, the overall
survival time increased to more than 20 months [2]. Of particular note, the
five-year survival rate increased from approximately 5 % to 10% [5].
Because of the EF-14 study, an increasing number of neuro-oncologists
have started prescribing Optune for the treatment of GBM in addition to
standard chemotherapy.
More GBM patients may be seen wearing this device on their heads and
visiting neurologists of various subspecialties. First, the patient wearing
Optune may present to neurologists with a variety of neurological issues
just like patients without brain tumors. Second, the patients wearing

Optune may have complications from the tumor itself and treatment
related complications such as seizure, headache, nausea, vomiting, focal or
generalized weakness, fatigue, or stroke, for which they search for general
neurology care because there may be no neuro-oncology service in their
local area. Third, the patients may develop adverse effects from Optune.
The adverse effects of Optune are less compared to systemic
chemotherapy. The major side effect is focal scalp irritation. Other
uncommon side effects including headache, seizure, anxiety, depression,
fatigue and insomnia, which might or might not be related to Optune since
the trial found no statistical difference between the Optune trial group and
the control group [2]. Health related quality of life is maintained [6]. For
scalp irritation, the treatments include application of local steroid lotion or
cream, and antibiotics ointment if needed. Patients are also allowed to
wear Optune when they undergo a CT head study though are not allowed
to wear it during a brain MRI study.
As neurologists, we need to be familiar with the concepts of the Optune
treatment, the device itself and how to manage the potential side effects of
the device when patients wearing Optune “Electric Cap” come to see us
for management of their neurological issues.
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